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How Lions and Tigers Catch Their Food

Lions and tigers are meat eaters. Both kinds of cats are 
strong hunters that have sharp teeth and claws. Lions and 
tigers both creep up on their prey and attack by surprise. 
Female lions do most of the hunting. They may work as a 
team to hunt animals that are faster than they are. Unlike 
lions, tigers hunt alone. 

Dangers to Big Cats

Both lions and tigers 
are in danger. Many lions 
die from sicknesses caused 
by hot weather and not 
enough water. Also, lions 
are losing their territories 
because people are using 
the land to grow food. 
Long ago, lions were found 
in Africa, Asia, and 
Europe. Today, they live 
only in Africa and in one 
forest in India.

Some people hunt 
tigers for their skin and 
other parts. Tigers are losing their territories as forests are 
cut down. Tigers used to live in many parts of Asia. Today, 
they live only in small areas. Many people are working to 
save lions and tigers.

Unlike lions, tigers hunt alone. This tiger is creeping  
toward its prey.
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Both lions and tigers 
are in danger. Many lions 
die from sicknesses caused 

The roar of a lion or a tiger can make a person shake with fear. 

Lions and tigers are close relatives, but they have differences, too.

Where Lions and Tigers Live

These big cats both live in the wild. However, they live in 

different parts of the world. Lions live in the grasslands of Africa. 

Their sandy-colored fur blends in with the tall yellow grasses. 

Tigers live in forests and jungles in Asia. Their orange fur has dark 

stripes that help them hide among trees. No two tigers have the 

same pattern of stripes.

The weather is hot where lions and tigers live. Lions like to stay 

dry. They go into water only if they have to. However, tigers are 

good swimmers. They may swim across rivers to hunt. They also 

go into water to cool off.

How Big Cats Live

Both kinds of big cats live and 

hunt in an area that covers many 

miles. This area is their territory. 

Lions live in family groups called 

prides. A pride has males, females, 

and their cubs. Each pride has its 

own territory. Lions roar to guard 

their territory. An adult lion’s roar 

can be heard up to five miles away.

Unlike lions, tigers do not live in groups. A mother tiger raises 

her cubs without their father. The cubs stay with their mother for 

only two years. Then they live alone in their own territory.

Lions live in family groups called prides.
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LEVEL

L Science Article
Text Structure: Compare and Contrast

Big, Wild Cats!

Lesson 
Objective

Students will explain how a tiger moves, eats, and lives in the forests 
and jungles of Asia.

Content 
Knowledge

Animals depend on the land, water, and air to live and grow.

Learn PAGE

1 Read Aloud the Article 14–15

2 Introduce the Vocabulary 16

3 Students Read the Article

Analyze

4 Identify Information 17

5 Answer Questions 18

6 Apply Vocabulary 19

7 Examine Text Structure 20

Write

8 Write About It: 
A Tiger’s Life

21

Lesson Preparation

Reproduce and distribute one copy of the 
article, dictionary page, and activity pages 
to each student.
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1 Read Aloud the Article

Read aloud Big, Wild Cats! Have students 
follow along silently as you read.

2 Introduce the Vocabulary

Content Vocabulary 
Read aloud the Content Vocabulary words  
and definitions. Point out that grasslands 
is a compound word that contains the 
words grass and lands. The two words give 
clues about the meaning of the word. 
Explain that sandy-colored is another 
compound word used in the article. It  
is a describing word that has a hyphen 
connecting its two word parts. Discuss 
definitions and usage as needed.

Academic Vocabulary 
Next, read aloud the Academic Vocabulary 
words and definitions. Discuss definitions 
and usage as needed. Then read these 
context sentences from the article, 
emphasizing the Academic Vocabulary 
words:

Lions and tigers are close relatives, but they 
have differences, too.

A pride has males, females, and their cubs.

An adult lion’s roar can be heard up to five 
miles away.

3  Students Read the Article

Have students read the article 
independently, with a partner, or  
in small groups. After students read, 
guide a discussion about the article. 
Direct students’ attention to graphic 
elements or visual aids.

4 Identify Information

Explain that students will locate 
important information in the article. 
After students complete the activity, allow 
time for a question-and-answer session.

5 Answer Questions

Encourage students to use the article to 
answer the questions and/or check their 
answers.

6 Apply Vocabulary

Have students reread the article before 
they complete the vocabulary activity. 
Optional: Have students mark each 
vocabulary word as they read.

7 Examine Text Structure

Read aloud the Compare and Contrast 
description and Signal Words. Then  
have students read the article again, 
underlining signal words in red. Then 
guide students in completing the activity.

8 Write About It:  
A Tiger’s Life

Have students complete the writing 
activity independently or in small groups.
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The roar of a lion or a tiger can make a person shake with fear. 
Lions and tigers are close relatives, but they have differences, too.

Where Lions and Tigers Live

These big cats both live in the wild. However, they live in 
different parts of the world. Lions live in the grasslands of Africa. 
Their sandy-colored fur blends in with the tall yellow grasses. 
Tigers live in forests and jungles in Asia. Their orange fur has dark 
stripes that help them hide among trees. No two tigers have the 
same pattern of stripes.

The weather is hot where lions and tigers live. Lions like to stay 
dry. They go into water only if they have to. However, tigers are 
good swimmers. They may swim across rivers to hunt. They also 
go into water to cool off.

How Big Cats Live

Both kinds of big cats live and 
hunt in an area that covers many 
miles. This area is their territory. 
Lions live in family groups called 
prides. A pride has males, females, 
and their cubs. Each pride has its 
own territory. Lions roar to guard 
their territory. An adult lion’s roar 
can be heard up to five miles away.

Unlike lions, tigers do not live in groups. A mother tiger raises 
her cubs without their father. The cubs stay with their mother for 
only two years. Then they live alone in their own territory.

Lions live in family groups called prides.

Big, Wild Cats!
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How Lions and Tigers Catch Their Food

Lions and tigers are meat eaters. Both kinds of cats are 
strong hunters that have sharp teeth and claws. Lions and 
tigers both creep up on their prey and attack by surprise. 
Female lions do most of the hunting. They may work as a 
team to hunt animals that are faster than they are. Unlike 
lions, tigers hunt alone. 

Dangers to Big Cats

Both lions and tigers 
are in danger. Many lions 
die from sicknesses caused 
by hot weather and not 
enough water. Also, lions 
are losing their territories 
because people are using 
the land to grow food. 
Long ago, lions were found 
in Africa, Asia, and 
Europe. Today, they live 
only in Africa and in one 
forest in India.

Some people hunt 
tigers for their skin and 
other parts. Tigers are losing their territories as forests are 
cut down. Tigers used to live in many parts of Asia. Today, 
they live only in small areas. Many people are working to 
save lions and tigers.

Unlike lions, tigers hunt alone. This tiger is creeping  
toward its prey.

Big, Wild Cats!
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Dictionary

Content Vocabulary

attack
to try to hurt or kill

forests
areas of land where many trees 
grow

grasslands
areas of land that are covered 
with grasses but not trees or 
bushes

jungles
areas of land that are thickly 
covered with bushes, trees,  
and vines

prey
animals that are hunted and 
eaten by other animals

Academic Vocabulary

relatives
members of the same family  
or animal group

males
animals that can be the father  
of young

females
animals that can be the mother 
of young

adult
a full-grown animal

Write a sentence that includes a vocabulary word. 

Big, Wild Cats!
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Identify Information

You can understand a text better if you read it more than once. Look 
for the following information as you read the article again. Put a check 
mark in the box after you complete each task.

I did it!

Highlight any words that describe where lions live. 

Draw a box around any words that describe where  
tigers live.

Circle four words that describe the fur of lions and 
tigers.

Draw a line under the sentence that explains how 
tigers cool off.

[ ] Put brackets around the sentences that explain what  
a territory is.

Draw a star next to the paragraph about how lions and 
tigers hunt.

✖
Put an X next to each paragraph that explains why 
people are working to save lions and tigers.

Draw a triangle next to any information that surprised  
or interested you.

? Put a question mark beside any words or sentences  
you don’t understand.

Big, Wild Cats!
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Answer Questions

Use information from the article to answer each question.

1. Lions live in Africa’s grasslands, but tigers live in .

A Africa’s forests
B Asia’s grasslands
C Asia’s jungles
D Africa and Asia

 2. Both lions and tigers have .

A prides
B their own territories
C dark stripes
D sandy-colored fur

 3. When they hunt, both kinds of big cats .

A attack by surprise
B roar loudly
C work as a team
D work alone

 4. How does a lion’s fur help it live in the wild?

 5. How does a tiger’s fur help it live in the wild?

Big, Wild Cats!
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Apply Vocabulary

Use a word from the word box to complete each sentence.

Word Box

females grasslands prey

jungles relatives males

attack forests adult

 1. Lions blend in with Africa’s  because of the color  
of their fur.

 2. Among lions,  do most of the hunting.

 3. Tigers and lions are both cats, which makes them .

 4. Animals that live in forests and  are food for tigers.

 5. A team of female lions may work together to hunt .

 6. Among tigers, the  do not help raise their own 
cubs. 

 7. An  lion’s roar can be heard miles away.

 8. Tigers can be found in  and jungles throughout 
Asia.

 9. Lions and tigers use sharp teeth and claws to   
their prey.

Big, Wild Cats!
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Compare and Contrast

A text that has a compare-and-contrast structure is about two 
main ideas. It tells how the two ideas are alike (compares). It also 
tells how the two ideas are different (contrasts).

Authors use these signal words to create a compare-and-contrast 
structure:

Signal Words

both today but

long ago however unlike

 1. The first paragraph tells us that the article will compare and contrast what 
two things?

 2. Write the sentence that tells how tigers are different from lions in the way 
they live.

 3. Are lions and tigers alike or different in what they eat? Write the sentence 
from the article that tells you how they are similar or different. 

Big, Wild Cats!
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Write About It 

Explain how a tiger moves, eats, and lives in the forests and jungles  
of Asia. Include facts and details from the article.

A Tiger’s Life 
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